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Infographic

Think of the expression of an idea as a map to its meaning.
Infographics, because they use a combination of images, words, and numbers, operate in a hybrid system of both the verbal and the
visual. Consequently they offer us the greatest opportunity to increase the effectiveness of our communication.
A given representation can be characterized by its degree of abstraction. The ease of interpretation varies with the level of abstraction of the representation. As highly concrete, realistic representations are simpliﬁed, they become easier to interpret – up to a
point, beyond which further abstraction begins to obscure its meaning. We get best results by eliminating non-characteristic details
and exaggerating deﬁning features. Representations that successfully manage to communicate are easily visible, simple, immediate,
cohesive & general in nature.
INFORMATION TYPE

Framework
There are 3 major challenges in designing a
successful infographic.
1. To clearly understand
what type of information it is trying to communicate – whether
spatial, chronological,
quantitative or, as is
usually the case, a combination of all three.
2. To conceive a suitable
representation for that
information as a cohesive whole – a whole
that is more than the
sum of its constituent
parts such as, charts,
diagrams, maps, timelines etc.
3. To choose an appropriate medium for presentation – static (paper
or computer screen),
motion (animation or
video), or interactive
(increasingly web or
other electronic devicebased, but could be
something as simple as
a paper-based pregnancy wheel). Despite the
difﬁculty in creating a
design framework, it
would be useful to have
one, in order to understand the overall picture of the infographic
design process.

SPATIAL
Information that describes
relative positions and the
spatial relationships in a
physical or conceptual
location

CHRONOLOGICAL
Information that describes
sequential positions and the
causal relationships in a
physical or conceptual
timeline

QUANTITATIVE
Information that describes
scale, proportion, change,
and organization of quantities
in space, time or both

INFOGRAPHIC DEVICE
DIAGRAMS
Icon: Shows visually
simplified reality
Sequence: Shows succession
of events, actions and causal
relationships
Process: Shows step-by-step
interactions across both
space and time

MAPS
Locator: Shows location of
something in relation to
something else
Data: Shows quantitative
information in relation to its
geographic location
Schematic: Shows abstracted
representation of geography,
process, or sequence

Timeline: Shows
chronological progression

CHARTS
Flow: Shows magnitude
changes over time
Bar: Shows proportionate
comparison of magnitude
Pie: Shows distribution of
parts of a whole
Organization: Shows parts in
a structure and their
relationships with each other

Exposition: Shows details or
points of view normally not
available to the human eye
such as cutaways,
axonometric views etc.

INFOGRAPHIC
COMMUNICATION METHOD
STATIC
Information presented in its
entirety at one glance
Newspaper graphics, map
folders, product manuals,
expository diagrams

MOTION

INTERACTIVE

Information presented
progressively in a linear
sequence

Information presented
selectively based on viewers
choice

Animation or graphic overlays
on live action video

Usually web-based
information units which are
narrative, instructive,
simulative or explorative in
nature
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